DECEMBER 2010 BACCALAUREATE STUDENTS GRADUATING WITH ACADEMIC DISTINCTION


CUM LAUDE

Maegan Louise Admire
Whitney Elise Barefield
Amanda Nicole Baske
Daniel William Cloud
Joshua Michael Cole
Clifford Cody Coquel
Kimberly Michelle Courville
Michelle Lee Daugherty
Jennifer Lyn Day
Katherinne Mishelle Diaz
Amanda Danielle Durrett
Christian Stephen Evans
Cristin J. Farr
Joshua D. Fay
Lisa Ann Ferree
Lacey Elizabeth Gilmore
Natalie Yvonne Gonzalez
Hannah Jennifer Hohl
Heather Jo Hoyland
Monica Claire Hutton
Jennifer Lynne Kane
Naomi Grace Keller
Michael J. King
Crystal Lynn Knighton
Keilan Douglas Kyle
Colton Ryan Langridge
Shannon R. Lewis

Biswa Lohani
Carly Ann Loomis
Kymberly Joy Loving
Michelle Lucio
Jessika Maribel Marcos
Tiffany Lynn McClure
Steven Andrew McCoy
Faith Rochelle Meek
Karen Sarai Mendoza
Aurora Munoz
Christopher David Nelson
Jeffrey Cummings Norcross
Julie Ann Oliver
Daniel Jared Owens
Marilyn M. Paige
Danielle Kristina Pascoe
Charlotte Renee Pennington
Melondy O’Shea Roberson
Anna Elena Rodriguez
Sarah Anne Romanowski
Dawnell Michel Rush
Katy Marie Ryan
Jessica Christine Schenck
Crystal Aileen Scott
David Lee Sheffield II
Christopher Thomas Stout
Nathan Scott Suderman
John F. Sullivan
Aaron Mathew Tullar

MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Madison Elizabeth Turner
Sharon Yvette Vasquez
Christine Elizabeth Vinal
Lynnet Marie Wehman
Jennifer Louise Wesley
Mallory Beth Wilson

Anna Elisabeth Bailey
Troy Dillon Bradshaw
Blaire Ruth Brown
Charles M. Bryant
Garrett Hall Calpouzos
Antonio Camacho Canto
Debbie Marie Campbell
Carolyn A. Carroll
Georgia Andrea Davila
Sarah Grace Dougherty
Elly Felson
Leann Claire Fischel
Catherine Nicole Gary
Irema Yvette Garza
Michael Dewayne Gesford
Alma Elisa Gonzalez
Rachel Louise Greene
Emmadonna M. Griffin
Lindsay Nicole Griffith
Tiffany Marie Gunn
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Kaleigh Elizabeth Hein
Jennifer Lynn Henson
Angelica Hernandez
Hayley Adair Hinson
Julie Ann Hinton
Rachel Louise Hornung
Morgan MacFarlane Jenks
Sarah Lynn Marshall
Alondra Martinez
Brittany Danielle McClure
Seth Colton Newsome
Joe Westley Nidever
Brian Joseph Pavlock
Jacqueline G. Pelayo Iniguez
Amy Lee Pierce
Amy Christine Potter
Karissa Rena Qualls
Sarah Virdell Ross
Kemberli Michelle Sargent
Cassidy Diann Sharp
Ashli Brooke Shreve
Sherry Leslie Soundy
Joshua Bill Stone
Katherine Marie Taylor
Stephanie M. Tracy
Brittany Lorree Waguespack
Brandon Perry White
April Lee Wikstrom
Andrew Francis Williams
Sarah Brooke Winchester
Dongfang Xiao

SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Ashley Nichole Ahart
Kevin Michael Bowden
Christopher Mazrolle Burgess
Laura Elizabeth Cameron
Scott David Clark
Shirley-Anne Regnier Classen
Lauren R. Evans
Sarah Elizabeth Galeucia
Kaylan Renee Gaynor
Johanna Kay Hamilton
Kyle Patrick Hardin
Jessica Ann Huettel
Ashley Nicole Jeter
Melanie Ann Kalisek
Jean Ann Kendrick
Kerri Anne Kiser
Laura Ann Knott
Brian Carey Lewis
Emily Elisa Martinez
Michelle Yvonne Mullan
Heather Nicole Olguin
Tracy Kittell Schultz
Brandy Rachelle Thomas Shannon
Nicole Marie Simmons

Brandon Donovan Snyder
Joanne Theresa Testa
Charles Fredrick Vogel II
Chase Hanson Walker

With Academic Distinction In:

Students graduating from the Honors Program will also be recognized at commencement. However, those names were not available at the time this list was composed.

HONORS/HONORS PROGRAM

Students graduating from the Honors Program will also be recognized at commencement. However, those names were not available at the time this list was composed.

HIGHEST HONORS/HONORS PROGRAM

Students graduating from the Honors Program will also be recognized at commencement. However, those names were not available at the time this list was composed.
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